
 

 

 

Finally, some wins. 

 

Due to the editor being lazy and this edition being late, the much 

promised new section is not ready yet. Next time. 

 

Also a big thanks to Squeaker for providing an excellent game 

write-up and photos to match. 

 

Result Summary 

 

 

Player of the Round* 

J. Davis  (A-Grade ) 68 Runs 

 

Achievement Awards (100+ Runs, 7+ Wickets) 

NA 

 

*Players who take out an achievement awards are not included in player of the round nominations. Rounds 

are based on the teams that play 2 day games, so the 1 day teams will have two games worth of 

performances to draw nominations from.  

 

A Grade, Round 2 v Cammeray 

WON 

 

A 1 Day, Round 2 v Kirribilli Crusaders 

LOST 

 

A 1 Day, Round 3 v Old Ignatians Titans 

WON 

 

B Reserve, Round 2 v Northbridge 

BYE 

 

C Grade, Round 2 v Cammeray 

LOST OUTRIGHT 

 

C 1 Day, Round 2 v North Shore 

FORFEIT 

 

C 1 Day, Round 3 v Roseville Gypsies 

LOST 
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Match Reports 
 

 

 Epilogue: A Warm welcome to our new players to the squad (note, no nicknames have been 

produced at this stage of their Bears life); 

Josh Davis (Sick of the rain in Melbourne so came up here to enjoy more rain in warmer conditions) 

Daniel Parker (From WA, originally picked in C’s, fate placed him in A’s) 

Tyson Flutey (Defected from Cammeray cause he got the sh#*s with his mate Cam bagging him all 

the time) 

Michael Beard (Another defector, this time from Mosman, Lincoln’s mate) 

…welcome back Neil Morgan (Mad Dog). 

 

After having round one washed out with our full contingent of A Graders, The Bears were keen to get 

the season underway in a positive fashion. As always the Cricketing gods with their sick senses of 

humour were not going to let The A’s start the season with out a hitch. Already having a couple of 

players out attending weddings (who the hell gets married on a Saturday during Cricket Season?!) and 

another being under the whip I was joyed to discover that late Thursday two injuries had struck us. 

Elliott believing he was Harry Kewell, did his groin at work v a bunch of 6 year olds and Tyson did his 

back throwing himself at a stray ball at training (yes gentleman, Training can be hazardous to your 

health, most of the club has already learnt this)…insert Circus music here>>>> 

 

Anyways, after some late Friday, Player selection Tetris, we rocked up full of excitement with the 

knowledge that we hadn’t been washed out. A Nice looking flat deck, Skip wins the toss and Gets the 

boys to pad up and throws a box of tissues to Cam(Buzz) as we are not bowling. Off to a great start 

Neil (Mad Dog) (34) and Mooney (16) open up and things start well, losing our first wicket after 17 

over’s, score at 42. Second wicket also falls at 42  (ahem via our number 3) and before you know it we 

are 3 fa 50 and staring at a top order collapse. Enter our saviour (insert trumpet music here>>>>) 

Josh Davis (the Davis that can play cricket, apologies Spider) put the anchors in and went about 

stabilizing the innings with a solid partnership with Mad Dog who did his job. Then with his WA mate 

Daniel Parker (32) put on a 84 run partnership and I have to add, one of the best middle order 

partnerships I’ve witnessed in my years with the Bears to put us in great shape with Josh being 

dismissed on a comprehensive 68 (first time he’s played on turf apparently) to have the bears at 5 fa 

164 which was a total I would normally be happy with for all ten A grade wickets. Then the Tail all 

chipped in to give us a very defendable 237 runs over night. When you have the likes of Doyley (35*) 

,Pauly (15) and Tyson (12)  batting at the rear it gives you a good indicator of the strength in our 

batting this season. Doyley playing particularly well and unbeaten, demonstrating positive cricket 

strokes to set us up for the afternoon. 

 

Overnight (a week later) the opposition was none fa 19 off 2 over’s, effectively being 1 fa as one bloke 

was not to be there next week and hence the hit out. Week 2 arrived and the deck looked even flatter 

Grade A Grade,  Round 2 against Cammeray at Willoughby Park 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/237 (68 J Davis, 35 J Doyle, 34 N Morgan) 

Innings 1 of Cammeray 10/205 (5/69 J Wilton, 2/43 P Edwards, 1/17 CW Reed) 

Player Points:  3: J Davis, 2: J Wilton, 1: D Parker 

Fielding Points:  3: T Flutey, 2: P Thomson, 1: J Doyle 

Recent Form:NA 
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Match Reports 
this time around. So things were never going to be easy. Buzz and Vanilla opened things up and set a 

solid bowling precedent for the rest of the season, Buzz (12.5. 1 fa 17) bowling tight without luck in his 

first spell, however setting up the big fella, Vanilla (20.3. 5 fa 69)for an impressive spell of bowling and 

a bag of wickets, that saw us chew through the middle order. With some late resistance from their 

number 9 who finished with an impressive 72*, Cammeray went from 7 for 81 to 8 for 157 in no time. 

Searching for the final wickets can often be a chore and we worked hard for the last three and it wasn’t 

until some great catching by Pauly (one armed, horizontal and backwards in Gully) to break up a 70+ 

run partnership that brought us back into contention. As Cammeray closed in on our total with 30 to 

get, it was another awesome fielding performance, with Tyson taking one of the best catches I’ve ever 

seen over his shoulder, diving in full stretch, somehow he defied the laws of Physics and stopped time 

for a split second to slip his hands under the ball much to the delight of Bears players and fans alike 

who erupted as if we had just taken out the flag, dismissing Cammeray for 205 and our first win under 

our belts. 

 

A great start to the season in what was an awesome team effort in an enjoyable and rewarding game 

of cricket. Everyone chipped in for this result, whether it be in the field or in a batting and bowling 

partnership, absolutely stoked with the 6 points. 

 

Squeaker 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade A 1 Day,  Round 2 against Kirribilli Crusaders at Northbridge Oval 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of Kirribilli Crusaders 4/257 (3/21 J Yardley, 0/16 D Yardley, 0/20 G Ayoub) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/107 (27 T Ayoub, 16 D Dunk, 12 R Ayoub) 

Player Points:  3: T Ayoub, 2: J Yardley, 1: D Dunk 

Fielding Points:  3: J Creedy, 2: S Eyles, 1: J Kan 

Recent Form: LOST 

Grade A 1 Day,  Round 3 against Old Ignatians Titans at William Cowan Oval 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 9/172 (66 FM Arif, 37 J Yardley, 30 L Baker) 

Innings 1 of Old Ignatians Titans 10/161 (3/39 R Ayoub, 2/18 L Baker, 2/41 G Ayoub) 

Player Points:  3: L Baker, 2: FM Arif, 1: A Aftab 

Fielding Points:  3: A Mendez, 2: G Ayoub, 1: FM Arif 

Recent Form: LOST - LOST 
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Match Reports 
 

 

The skipper asked me to do a quick write-up of what happened so here it is: 

 

We didn't get enough runs, they got more despite some good bowling from Harry and sent us back in. 

We did better in the second innings with Worms belting a quick 50 and Swanny getting a start including 

the signature square cut six. They chased down the remaining runs without too much of a problem. 

 

It must be noted that in the field DC was a force to be reckoned with. Even pulling off a commando roll 

pickup near the boundary. 

 

 

Coming off a forfeit in the previous week, the team was pumped for a big game. After winning the 

toss, the call was made to put up a solid total and take the upper hand. Unfortunately there were few 

brights spot. Chaps and Baz put on a few runs but both failed to go on with it and move their totals out 

of the 30s. Not all was lost with Brendoes having a lash at the end, adding a quick 16. Of special note 

was JK who, without box or pants, and witnessing wickets tumbling around him, carried his bat to the 

end, adding a solid 2 not out. 

 

With only a meagre 134 to chase the opposition were very confident in getting the win. Following some 

inspired bowling from brendoes, baz and andrew "chris harris" kidd, we had then feeling a little 

nervous at the drinks break with 5 wickets down. Despite the much improved fielding efforts from the 

mule, the small run chase total and a number of lbw decisions surprisingly not going our way lead to 

our eventual demise. The loss was even further dampened by the witnessing of the opposition huddling 

together and singing a team song. 

 

Grade C Grade,  Round 2 against Cammeray at Allan Small Oval 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST OUTRIGHT & ON FIRST INNINGS 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/119 (28 GC Swanson, 22 N McGrath, 20 A Trevitt) 

Innings 1 of Cammeray 9/218 (3/18 H Heathwood, 3/71 GC Swanson, 1/29 D Callesen) 

Innings 2 of North Sydney Leagues 10/164 (50 N McGrath, 34 GC Swanson, 18 H Heathwood) 

Innings 2 of Cammeray 1/69 (1/18 A Caroll, 0/16 L Moore-Mulcahy, 0/4 E Hyder) 

Player Points:  3: N McGrath, 2: H Heathwood, 1: D Callesen 

Fielding Points:  3: D Callesen, 2: A Than Aye, 1: N McGrath 

Recent Form: LOST 

Grade C 1 Day,  Round 3 against Roseville Gypsies at Tunks 4 (3rd synthetic pitch) 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/134 () 

Innings 1 of Roseville Gypsies 5/138 () 

Player Points:  3: N Barrett, 2: B Dunne, 1: S Chapple 

Fielding Points:  3: S Evans, 2: N Barrett, 1: M Kenny 

Recent Form: LOST - FORFIET 
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Match Day Photos 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


